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Korea Student Aid Foundation is a semi-government institution that conducts national grant program,
student loan program, excellent scholarship program, and student welfare program so that everyone can
have higher education opportunities depending on their will and ability regardless of financial situation.

The major tasks of Korea Student Aid Foundation
- [National Scholarship program] Income-related scholarship, Employment-related scholarship etc
- [Student loan program] Tuition and living expenses support etc
- [Excellent Scholarship Program] National Merit Scholarship, Mentoring program etc
- [Student welfare program] Donation program, College student association Unified University Student Dormitory building conduct etc

Purpose of establishment
To efficiently manage Scholarships and student loans in order to provide higher education opportunities depending on their will and
ability regardless of financial situation.

Mission, Vision and Management Goals
To accomplish the 16 key strategic tasks efficiently, we set up the tasks to be promptly implemented and future tasks to be implemented
within the next three years.

4 Management Guidelines and Core Business Values
❶
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POLICY

Prevention of duplicate student aid,
offering benefits to more students

Korea Student Aid Foundation (KOSAF) implements ‘Duplicate
student aid Disbursement Prevention System’ so more students can benefit
with limited source of student aid. Its goal is to provide an education
opportunity that is‘non-overlapping yet covers everyone.’
‘Duplicate disbursement’ may sound unfamiliar, but it simply aims to
prevent duplicate disbursement of student aid. With the revision of relevant
law in 2010, KOSAF has been implementing this system according to
relevant law and regulation since 2011. Government organizations, local
governments, public offices, and universities, as well as private scholarship
foundations are cooperations so more university (graduate) students can
have the opportunity for higher education. Participating organizations are
expanding, with about 1,451 organizations are participating in this system
as of 2016.
Any organizations that provide student aid to university (graduate)
students can participate in the system.

Relevant Grounds
• 「A ct on the Establishment of Korea Student Aid Foundation, Etc.」 Article 50-1
(Prevention of Duplicate Disbursement) and its Enforcement Ordinance
• 「Special Act on Student Loan Repayment after Employment」Article 39 (Prevention of
Duplicate Disbursement) and its Enforcement Ordinance
• 「N ational Scholarship Business Operation Regulation」 Article 13 (prevention of
Duplication Disbursement)
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Student aid can’t exceed tuition through 2
or more student aids in a semester

Subject of duplicate disbursement includes student loans and
scholarships that are disbursed for tuition.
If a student receives 2 or more student aid or student loan, which the
total amount exceeds the tuition for the relevant semester, it corresponds
to duplicate disbursement.
However, living expense, payment for labor, 1-time prize or support
are excluded.
If a student falls under duplicate disbursement, the exceeding amount
must be returned to the organization where the aid was provided from.
In this case, the student must repay the student loan or return the
scholarship to settle the duplicate disbursement. If not, student can’t
receive the student aid benefit that KOSAF provides.
KOSAF is reinforcing redemption management, including SMS and
e-mail notice every month and telephone or mail notice based on lapse
of the period, so students find out how to settle duplicate disbursement
or don’t miss the deadline. However, for graduates, where voluntary
settlement is difficult to expect from, redemption process that includes
legal action may take place.
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Over 3,400 people apply to duplicate
disbursement and need to return scholarship

Since 2011, over 260,000 cases of duplicate disbursements have
occurred until 2016, but 86% has been settle, resulting in about
36,000 cases that are still unsettled as of June 2017. However, about
34,000 (94%) that includes student loan may naturally settle duplicate
disbursement if loan is repaid according to the schedule. Therefore,
the number of people that actually needs to return scholarship or
has exceeding amount of student loan is only about 3,400. Since the
introduction of Duplicate student aid Disbursement Prevention System,
the government revised relevant laws in August 2016 to supplement
inadequacy and improve ef fectiveness of duplicate disbursement
prevention. Major revisions include ① Organizations obligated to
submit student aid status data to prevent duplicate disbursement were
expanded from government, public organizations, local governments,
and nonprofit foundation to local public enterprises and universities,
② Criteria were clarif ied as over 1 billion won of net assets if the
organization obligated to submit data if a nonprofit foundation. Also,
③ Grounds for redemption have been clearly established so the
obligation of redemption can be imposed for student aid that exceeds
the limit, and ④ Fines are to be imposed for not submitting student aid
status data or submitting false data.
This is to offer student aids to more students through the redemption
of duplicate aid, and prevent duplicate disbursement in advance by
examining the student aid disbursement status in each organization.
T h is is ex pected to rei n force t he ef fect iveness of Dupl icate
Disbursement Prevention System in the future.
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Keys to duplicate disbursement prevention
are preliminary review of scholarship and
prompt registration of disbursement details

KOSAF has established a duplicate student aid disbursement prevention system,
which shares student aid disbursement information and reinforces preliminary review
function, to prevent duplicate disbursements as much as possible. Through this
system, participating organizations can easily find out about the kind of scholarship
that student candidate has received, and what is the allowed amount of financial
support. For example, if a student’s disbursement exceeds tuition, such student is
eliminated as the candidate, and another student will be provided with the aid.
In order for this duplicate disbursement prevention system to be operated
effectively, participation and cooperation from each organization are very important.
If organizations access the system and verify student’s duplicate disbursement or
allowable amount before providing student aid, they can easily find out if the student
is eligible or not. In addition, they need to input the disbursement information
immediately (within 5 days) from disbursement, so other organizations can verify the
information and prevent duplicate disbursement. Like this, with the cooperation of
organizations, duplicate disbursements can be prevented in advance and ultimately,
more students can benefit from student aid.
KOSAF uses different Promotion methods to spread about the purpose and goal of
duplicate disbursement prevention, hoping that organizations that are not obligated
to participate would willingly participate in the system. Also, it is working on
improving duplicate disbursement system and expanding participating organizations
through increased convenience for system users and opinions from universities and
students. KOSAF will continue to make efforts to offer even benefits to all students
and provide opportunities for higher education regardless of financial situation.
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<Duplicate Student Aid Disbursement
Prevention Work Flow>

Step

Description

Relevant Organization

System access
Preliminary preparation

Issue personal certificate and
access eduman.kosaf.go.kr

Organization and
university

System access
Authorization application

(Org) Fill out and submit
‘Duplicate Disbursement
Prevention System Application’
(Univ) Fill out a submit
‘Student Aid Portal
Administration Application’
(If electronic notice system is
not available, fax: 053-239-2839)

Organization and
university

System access
Authorization granted

System access granted within 1 day

KOSAF

Input student aid
disbursement
information

Enter organization/university’s
student aid disbursement
information (Name, type, purpose, etc.)

Organization and
university

Approve student aid
disbursement information

Outside organization can use
after KOSAF approval

KOSAF

Review

Verify for duplicate disbursement
of student aid candidate

Organization and
university

Input disbursement
information

Upload disbursement information
of final student aid recipient

Organization and
university

Follow-up

Verify duplicate recipient status
by organization and respond to questions
Input redemption information if
scholar is returned due to
duplicate disbursement

Organization and
university

Provide information on settling
duplicate disbursement, such as SMS

KOSAF

Verify duplicate disbursement
information on KOSAF homepage
(www.kosaf.go.kr) and return
exceeding amount immediately

Student

Students that don’t settle
duplicate disbursement are
limited from using KOSAF
student aid
Redemption of exceeding amount

KOSAF

Restriction measures
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“KOSAF Works
Together for
University Students’
Warm Home.”
The 6th International Student Aid
Forum with the title of Seeking
the direction to improve university
students’ housing welfare.

“Will extend university dormitory
capacity to 50,000 students’
“Household burden on tuition has been alleviated somewhat
due to the national student aid and alleviation of student loan
interest rate, but the overall amount of student loan for housing,
textbooks or transportation still remains high, still acting as a
huge burden. To improve the housing welfare environment for
university students in low-income families, we will work with
the new government in constructing private-donated unified
university student dormitory, and extend dormitory capacity to
50,000 students.”
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FORUM

At the ‘6th International Forum on Student

relevant field and students living in dormitory,

Aid Policy to Reduce University Student

this forum was held with the goal to ‘seek

Housing Expense’ hosted by KOSAF on the

university housing welfare support direction for

6th, Director Yang-ok An stated that “it is time

the establishment of comprehensive scholarship

that our society needs to pay attention to the

support system.’ Attendees commonly said that,

housing welfare of university students,” and

although the idea of student aid is limited to

that “it is very meaningful to examine the poor

tuition, living expenses to maintain study are

housing welfare condition of students and seek

also very important, and the housing expense

constructive direction even now.”

takes up a large portion of living expenses that
a comprehensive scholarship support system

With 100 attendees including university
housing welfare organization staff, experts in

that includes tuition and housing expense
needs to be established.
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Expanding Private-donated Unified University Student
Dormitory, Providing Space for Startup Assistance
Hae-dong Team manager (Dormitory Business Team, KOSAF), Jongkyun Seo (Director of Housing Welfare Planning Division, SH) and Jonghan Lim (manager of Housing Welfare Planning Division, LH) have gathered
for the current operation status and future task in university housing welfare
and presented alternatives including expansion of unified university student
dormitory, increase of Heemang Housing, reinforced share house support.
Team manager Chae of KOSAF presented the background, status and future
plans for unified university student dormitory, which was established based on
private-government cooperation for university students’ housing stability, and
described about the construction of second unified university student dormitory
and student startup assistance space.
He after explaining about the necessity to build inexpensive unified
university student dormitory that is combined with HR development to
alleviate serious shortage of housing, stated that the dormitory was decided
to be constructed outside the campus due to the difficulty in acquiring the
site. In fact, the unified university student dormitory was established as the
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facility with 1,000-university student capacity, on the site that KOSAF provided and 32.6 billion
won donation by Korea Federation of Banks. Having 1 basement floor and 13 ground floors, this
unified university dormitory includes 500 dorm rooms, character education hall, open library,
AV room and seminar hall, and has various convenience facilities such as cafeteria, snack bar,
coffee shop, laundry room and weight room. He said that “the competition was intense, as 4,000
students applied for the recruitment of 1,000 students,” and “the economic advantage of being
able to solve housing problem at 100,000~150,000won/month seemed to have appealed to
students.”
Unified university student dormitory is operated as community-associated facility that coexists with
the community residents. Team manager spoke about the unified campus constitution, including
▲Education and employment administration support ▲Social contribution activity such as talent
donation ▲Experience opportunity such as local cultural festival ▲Space for hobby sharing,
through the cooperation between local community and unified university student dormitory.
These private-donated unified university dormitories will continue to expand. KOSAF is working
on building the second unified university student dormitory with the goal to be completed in 2019, and
is going to build a unified university student dormitories totaling 5,000-person capacity: 4,000-person
for metropolitan area and 1,000-person for provinces by 2022. The second unified university student
dormitory will be constructed in Haengdang Development District in Seongdong-gu, Seoul, and will
be offered to students in low-income families that can’t make daily commute.
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Director Seo of SH, at the presentation on ‘Operation and Future Task
of Heemang House,’ stated to expand Heemang Housing business more
aggressively to alleviate the housing shortage for university students. Heemang
Housing is a low-cost rental system of multi-family houses that SH purchased or
constructed, offered to university students in Seoul area. It is offered to students
from areas other than Seoul that are currently attending university or is going to
enroll/return. The rent is 1 million KRW deposit and 150,000 KRW monthly
rent, which is about 30% of the market price. According to Seoul City Survey,
Heemang Housing is preferred to students for its low rent and accessibility
near campus area, but needs to improve inconvenience due to community life
and old facilities. Director Seo stated that “Heemang Housing supplies about
1,315 rooms (construction: 218, studio: 210, multi-family: 887), which is short
considering the student housing demand in Seoul,” and that “300 more rooms
will be provided this year by securing the basis for quantitative expansion.”
He added, “along with quantitative expansion, housing that suits students’
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preference, such as minimized common space and secured personal space, will
be provided to make qualitative improvement.”
Manager Lim of LH stated that the support for share houses will increase
starting this year, providing maximum 100 million KRW for 3-person
household. Share House began as a university student rent business in 2011
and expanded to youth lease business in 2016. Share House, operated by LH,
supports housing stability of youth (university students+job applicants) from
areas other than Seoul. Manager Lim also stated that the application process
was simplified into an on-going internet application, reducing the period from
application to contract from 7 days to 2 days.
Meanwhile, Jean-Paul Roumegas (Director of International Cooperation
Bureau, CNOUS, France) and Achim Meyer auf der Heyde (Secretary General,
DSW, Deutsches Studentenwerk) introduced about the university student
housing welfare operation in each countries.
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2017 Next-Generation Leader Mentoring
Leadership Concert Held

Leaders of the society and university
student mentees gather together

Leaders in the society, who stepped in to become university students’ mentors
and university students that will become the future leaders of society gathered
together. KOSAF held ‘2017 Leadership Concert for Next-Generation Leader
Mentoring’on September 23 (Sat) at KINTEX Exhibition Center II, Hall 6 in
Ilsan. Under the theme of “Talents that lead future Korea through learning and
sharing, -Me, the Beginning of Change-”, over 380 leader mentors from various
areas of the society and 2,700 student mentees attended this event.

Be Picasso rather than Einstein
KOSAF’s Next-Generation Leader Mentoring is the program that leaders
in the society, including corporate CEO, scholars and senior government
officials, become mentors and share their valuable knowledge and experiences
with university student mentees. Since 2010, it has become Korea’s largest
mentoring program where 1,847 mentors and 15,267 mentees participated for
7 years. In the 8th term, 378 mentors and 2,717 mentees are participating.
This Leadership Concert included a variety of leadership programs such as 15
customized competency development (basic/intensive) lectures and 3 direct/
indirect activities and the 2nd mentoring forum.
Prime Minister Lee, Nak-yeon, who spared time in his busy schedule to
meet the future leaders of Korea, stated that “when in dispair, a gift of blessing
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EVENT

is hidden,” and advised students to “cherish the meeting with the leaders of
society and take advantage of the opportunities.” Leadership lecture, a keynote
lecture, was held by the chair professor Choi, Jae-cheon of Ewha Women’s
University under the topic of ‘21st Century Consilient Talent.’ He categorized
the consilient talents of the 21st century into Einstein and Picasso and made
comparison with baseball players, stating that “if we can’t become Einstein
that is born with outstanding brain and hits a grand slam, we should become a
batter that gets to the base despite a base hit or a dead ball like Picasso.”

Providing chance to become developed HR
Competence development program consisted of lectures by 15 speakers
with various topics, receiving great responses from students. Also, based on 3
core values of Next-Generation Leader
Mentoring, which are trust, creation
and communication, direct/indirect
competence development activities were
offered. In particular, the ‘2nd Mentoring
Forum’ was held as a special program,
where current/former presidents of
foundation, mentoring specialists and
foundation mentors participated and
discussed about the future and direction
of mentoring for fostering talent. By
c on f i r m i n g t he e f fe c t i v e ne s s a nd
performance of national mentoring system
that the foundation has been operated, it
is expected to contribute to the expansion
of mentoring program in Korea.
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KOSAF
NEWS
visits KOSAF
01 HESFB
for training
Higher Education Students’ Financial Board (HESFB) of Uganda and KOSAF’s
MOU, signed on September 1, bore fruit on November 27 through a 1-week
visiting training.

Bbosa Kizito, financial aid director of HESFB, and Ojara Timothy, legal director,

visited the foundation from November 27 to December 1 and completed

training, which included a meeting with Director An, Yang-wook and 3 days

of training on overall operation of foundation and operation of each key
departments, 2 days of cultural exploration and university visits.

The connection, which began with the visit by chief of HESFB on Oct. 17, 2016,

led to MOU agreement, and a group of Uganda education trainees will be

visiting once a year for the next 5 years. According to the MOU, the foundation

will prepare venue and program for financial aid system training, assess

training and issue proof documents, and both organizations will continue to
share information about the financial aid system for higher education.

The foundation expects to expand the basis for cooperation for development

of student aid disbursement system through continuous exchange to

establish a mutual network and strengthen the stature of foundation as a

policy research organization that leads student aid issues in and out of Korea.
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KOSAF NEWS

02

KOSAF has received 「Korea Internet Communication
Satisfaction Award · Social Media Satisfaction Award」
for 6 consecutive years!!

◆ Valued highly for outstanding social media operation as well as contents utilization, operation
originality and operation organization
◆C
 oncentrating on resolving curiosities on the policy through user-oriented two-way
communication since the 2and half of this year

KOSAF was selected as the recipient of the “10th Korea Internet Communication Satisfaction Award/Social

Media Satisfaction Award” for Internet Communication Award for Quasi-Government Organization and
Social Media Award on November 15 (Wed). KOSAF has received awards for Quasi-Government sector in

2012, Communicating Administration Sector in 2013, Quasi-Government sector in 2014, Public sector in
2015 and Quasi-government sector in 2016, and this would be the 6th consecutive awards.

‘Korea Internet Communication Satisfaction Award/Social Media Satisfaction Award’ is hosted by KICOA

(sponsored by Ministry of Science and ICT) to discover and expand outstanding customer-oriented

communication marketing cases in public organizations and companies, and the recipients are selected

through 4-step evaluation process, including customer evaluation, expert evaluation, operation evaluation

and committee (verification). KOSAF received high praise in overall social media channel including

Facebook, and was especially praised for contents utilization, operation originality and operation
organization in specific communication competitiveness evaluation.

KOSAF scored 72.34 on overall online communiation activities, including homepage, blog, Facebook and
Twitter, which is significantly higher than the public average score of 68.24. A 44% increase (80,000 people)

in foundation’s Facebook ‘Like’ counts is an encouraging operation performance compared to other
organization’s Facebook page.
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